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SUMMARY 
 
Evolutionary history of biological entities is recorded within their nucleic acid se-
quences and can (sometimes) be deciphered by thorough genomic analysis. In this 
study we sought to gain insights into the diversity and evolution of bacterial and arc-
haeal viruses. Our primary interest was pointed towards those virus groups/families 
for which comprehensive genomic analysis was not previously possible due to the 
lack of sufficient amount of genomic data. During the course of this work twenty-five 
putative proviruses integrated into various prokaryotic genomes were identified, 
enabling us to undertake a comparative genomics approach. This analysis allowed 
us to test the previously formulated evolutionary hypotheses and also provided valu-
able information on the molecular mechanisms behind the genome evolution of the 
studied virus groups.  
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A. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1. Introduction 
 
Viruses (from the Latin virus 
meaning toxic or poison) are relatively 
small biological entities that pursue a 
parasitic life-style. All viruses described 
thus far obligatory rely on host cells for 
reproduction. Outside the cell viruses 
are more or less inert particles (called 
virions). However, upon encountering a 
susceptible cell and delivering the ge-
nome into the cell interior the inert virion 
transforms into an actively replicating 
entity, which follows the genetically de-
termined reproduction program. Viruses 
infect hosts from all three domains of 
cellular life (Bacteria, Archaea and Eu-
karya) and outnumber the cellular or-
ganisms by at least one order of magni-
tude (Bergh et al., 1989; Suttle, 2007). 
The total number of virus particles in the 
biosphere is astonishingly high (> 1031). 
As a result, viruses present a major fac-
tor controlling the number, diversity and 
evolution of living creatures on our pla-
net and have an immense impact on 
global biogeochemical cycles (Suttle, 
2007; Rohwer and Thurber, 2009). 
The hallmark feature of viruses, 
which distinguishes them from other 
mobile parasitic elements, such as 
plasmids and transposons, is that they 
form virions to move between the cells. 
Viruses come in a variety of shapes and 
sizes – filamentous, icosahedral, pleo-
morphic, etc. (Fauquet et al., 2005). 
Some morphotypes are common to 
hosts from all three domains of cellular 
life (Bamford 	

Bamford, 2008), while others seem to 
be restricted to a specific domain 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006a). The simplest 
virions consist of a nucleic acid (with as 
little as one or two encoded genes) and 
a protein shell encapsidating the ge-
nome. Capsids of more complex viruses 
are often multilayered, composed of a 
number of different proteins (some of 
which might be post-translationally mod-
ified) and might contain lipids as a struc-
tural component (Huiskonen and 
Butcher, 2007). The capsid mediates 
recognition of the host cell, but also en-
sures protection of the genetic material 
while a virus faces harsh extracellular 
environments. The nucleic acids utilized 
by viruses to encode the genetic infor-
mation are much more diverse than 
those of their hosts. Viral genomes 
might consist of either RNA (ribonucleic 
acid) or DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 
molecules, which can be either single- 
or double-stranded (ss or ds). Some vi-
ruses modify the bases in their ge-
nomes, e.g. by methylation, glucosyl-
hydroxymethylation or else by using 
uracil instead of thymine (Warren, 
1980).  
Cells in the three domains of life 
differ from each other in a number of 
aspects, such as structure and com-
partmentalization, DNA replication and 
antiviral defense mechanisms, etc. 
These differences are mirrored in their 
viruses. In order to replicate successful-
ly within a host cell a virus has to devel-
op strategies to traverse sophisticated 
cell envelope structures, evade the de-
fense and often hijack cellular DNA rep-
lication machinery. Inevitably, these vi-
rus-host system-related specificities 
translate into differences in the infection 
cycles of different viruses. Neverthe-
less, general steps of the reproduction 
cycle are more or less common to all 
viruses: (i) attachment to the host cell 
and internalization of the viral nucleic 
acid, (ii) transcription, translation and 
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genome replication, (iii) virion assembly, 
and (iv) progeny release (Abedon, 
2006; Pe'ery and Mathews, 2007). 
Some viruses are able to delay the 
steps ii-iv by establishing a lysogeny of 
their hosts (Campbell, 2006). 
 
2. Virus structure 
 
Since the discovery of viruses by 
Dmitri Ivanowsky and Martinus Beije-
rinck in the 1890s (Ivanowsky, 1892; 
Beijerinck, 1898), a great number of vi-
ruses has been isolated and characte-
rized, revealing that they are structurally 
very diverse. A capsid ensures protec-
tion of the viral genetic material when 
the virus is exposed to the extracellular 
environment in the search for a new 
host. However, at the same time, as 
soon as the cell susceptible to the virus 
is identified, the capsid has to bind to 
the cell, disassemble and to ensure the 
delivery of the viral genome into the rep-
lication-competent intracellular envi-
ronment. This means that the capsid 
has to satisfy both requirements – sta-
bility, on one hand, and lability, on the 
other, i.e. it has to be metastable. Vi-
ruses came up with a multiple solutions 
to this dilemma. However, a common 
principle, which applies for all viruses, is 
that virions are constructed from mul-
tiple copies of a limited number of dif-
ferent capsid proteins (often a single 
protein type). The rationale behind this 
strategy, as suggested by Crick and 
Watson (1956), is the limited coding ca-
pacity of viral genomes. As a result it 
was predicted that “These small protein 
molecules then aggregate around the 
ribonucleic acid in a regular manner, 
which they can only do in a limited 
number of ways if they are to use the 
same packing arrangement repeatedly. 
Hence small viruses are either rods or 
spheres” (Crick and Watson, 1956). In-
deed, regular capsids obey either heli-
cal or icosahedral symmetry rules.   
 
 
2.1 Helical capsids 
 
Helical capsids are constructed 
from a single type of capsid proteins ar-
rayed around the viral nucleic acid, i.e. 
the capsid proteins form an extended 
proteinatious tube with the viral genome 
positioned in the central cavity. Such an 
arrangement can produce rigid rods as 
well as long flexible filaments (Fig. 1A). 
The ends of a helical capsid might be 
sealed with minor capsid proteins. Per-
haps the most extensively studied vi-
ruses with helical capsids are Tobacco 
mosaic virus (TMV; Klug, 1999) and 
bacterial viruses of the Inoviridae family, 
such as fd and M13 (Marvin, 1998; 
Russel and Model, 2006). In both bac-
terial and plant viruses the length of the 
viral filament does not depend on the 
packing of the capsid proteins but rather 
on the size of the genome (Klug, 1999; 
Russel and Model, 2006). Viruses with 
helical capsids are not only found in 
bacteria and eukaryotes, but also in 
archaea (Prangishvili et al., 2006a). 
Notably, helical capsids can be formed 
with different types of nucleic acids: rod-
shaped and filamentous viruses of 
plants have linear positive-sense 
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ssRNA genomes (Koonin and Dolja, 
1993), bacterial inoviruses have circular 
ssDNA genomes (Russel and 
Model,2006), while rod-shaped and fi-
lamentous archaeal viruses of the fami-
lies Rudiviridae and Lipothrixviridae, re-
 
 
Figure 1. Examples of different virion morphotypes. (A) Helical capsids. 1, Rigid rod-shaped 
virion (e.g., Virgaviridae); 2, Flexible filamentous virion (e.g., Potyviridae). (B) Icosahedral cap-
sids. 1, “Naked” icosahedral virion (e.g., Adenoviridae); 2, Twinned capsid (e.g., Geminiviri-
dae); 3, Enveloped icosahedral virion (e.g., Herpesviridae; between the membrane and the 
capsid is the amorphous tegument layer); 4, Enveloped icosahedral virion without a tegument 
layer (e.g., Togaviridae). (C) Asymmetric and complex virions. 1, Pleomorphic virion (e.g., 
Plasmaviridae); 2, Bottle-shaped virion (e.g., Ampullaviridae); 3, Droplet-shaped virion (e.g., 
Guttaviridae); 4, Lemon-shaped virion (e.g., Fuselloviridae); 5, Oval- or brick-shaped virion 
(e.g., Poxviridae); 6, Reniform virion (e.g., Ascoviridae). Viruses are not drawn to scale. All 
pictures were adapted with permission from ViralZone, Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics 
(www.expasy.ch/viralzone). 
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spectively, possess linear dsDNA ge-
nomes (Prangishvili et al., 2006a). Un-
like in rudiviruses, filamentous capsids 
of lipothrixviruses are covered with a 
lipid membrane. However, structural 
analysis has revealed that the major 
capsid proteins of viruses from the two 
archaeal families display the same to-
pology, suggesting a common ancestry 
(Goulet et al., 2009; Szymczyna et al., 
2009).   
 
2.2 Icosahedral capsids 
 
Viral capsids can also be built us-
ing icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 1B). In 
geometry, an icosahedron is a platonic 
solid that is characterized by 20 identic-
al triangular faces that come together at 
12 vertices (5 faces meet at each ver-
tex) and 30 edges. An icosahedron is 
built on the rotational 2-3-5 symmetry of 
the solid, with two-, three-, and fivefold 
rotational symmetry axes passing 
through its edges, faces, and vertices, 
respectively. Icosahedral arrangement 
is arguably the optimal way of forming a 
closed capsid shell from small identical 
protein subunits to enclose a maximal 
volume (Caspar and Klug, 1962). Since 
proteins are asymmetric in nature and 
perhaps none has a triangular appear-
ance, the triangular face of the icosahe-
dral viral capsid is formed of a minimum 
of three identical subunits, i.e. the mi-
nimal number of capsomers is 60. 
The genome size, and conse-
quently the volume the genome will oc-
cupy, varies tremendously among dif-
ferent viruses. For example, the icosa-
hedral capsid of Satellite tobacco ne-
crosis virus (STNV), one of the simplest 
capsids (Jones and Liljas, 1984), can 
accommodate only ~1.2 kb of linear 
ssRNA (Ysebaert et al., 1980), whereas 
the capsid of the Mimivirus, the largest 
viral capsid known to date (Xiao et al., 
2009), has enough room for the ~1.2 
Mb dsDNA genome (Raoult et al., 
2004). Obviously, to pack larger ge-
nomes, viruses have to build larger 
capsids. Icosahedral viruses accomplish 
this by at least three different strategies 
(Kru  	 
. The 
most obvious way to build a larger cap-
sid is to increase the dimensions of the 
building block, the capsomer (Fig. 2, 
strategy 1). For example, bacterial virus 
PRD1 (Tectiviridae) and human adeno-
virus (Adenoviridae) use the same 
number and arrangement of trimeric 
capsomers to build their icosahedral 
capsids (Benson et al., 1999). In addi-
tion, the capsomers in the two viruses 
are structurally related. However, the 
width of the adenoviral capsomer is 97 
Å compared with 80 Å in PRD1. This 
allows the adenovirus to build a virion 
with a diameter of 920 Å compared to 
the 740 Å diameter of PRD1 (Benson et 
al., 1999). Another notable difference 
between PRD1 and adenovirus is the 
lack of the internal membrane in the lat-
ter. As a result, the adenovirus virion 
accommodates a genome nearly twice 
longer than that of PRD1. The second 
possibility is to increase the number of 
the capsomers per se to create larger 
triangular faces of the icosahedral shell 
(Fig. 2, strategy 2). For example, Para-
mecium bursaria Chlorella virus type 1 
(PBCV-1; Phycodnaviridae), which is 
also structurally related to PRD1 
(Nandhagopal et al., 2002), uses 1,680 
trimeric capsomers, compared to 240 
capsomers in the PRD1 virion (Yan et 
al., 2000; Abrescia et al., 2004). Conse-
quently, the diameters of PBCV-1 and 
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PRD1 virions differ considerably (~190 
versus 74 nm). Yet another strategy, 
utilized by icosahedral viruses to in-
crease the internal capsid volume, is to 
combine two or more of smaller icosa-
hedral capsids into a continuous struc-
ture (Fig. 2, strategy 3). This unusual 
solution is employed by plant geminivi-
ruses (Fig. 1B), with capsids con-
structed from two incomplete T = 1 ico-
sahedra joined together to form twinned 
particles (Zhang et al., 2001; Böttcher et 
al., 2004). Surprisingly, aberrant virions 
of geminiviruses might consist not only 
of a single icosahedron, but also of 
three incomplete icosahedra joined to-
gether (Casado et al., 2004; Jovel et al., 
2007). Notably, the valency of the cap-
sid was found to correlate with the 
length of the packed nucleic acid, since 
noninfectious isometric T = 1 capsids 
encapsidated not more than half of the 
wild-type genome (Casado et al., 2004).
 
Very often an icosahedral protein 
capsid is not the only layer of the virion 
between the exterior and the genetic 
material. Icosahedral virions might also 
possess a lipid membrane. The latter 
can be on the outside of the capsid, like 
in eukaryotic herpesviruses and bac-
terial cystoviruses, or beneath the pro-
tein capsid, like in bacterial virus PRD1 
(Huiskonen and Butcher, 2007). Viruses 
with the external membrane are collec-
tively called enveloped viruses (Fig. 
1B). Some complex icosahedral viruses, 
such as African swine fever virus (As-
farviridae), possess two layers of the 
lipid membrane, one on the outside 
(envelope) and one on the inside (inter-
nal membrane) of the icosahedral pro-
tein capsid (Tulman et al., 2009). Pecu-
liarly, the presence of the external lipid 
envelope is not a stable feature, which 
would be characteristic to a given virus 
family. For example, Emiliania huxleyi 
virus 86, a genuine member of the Phy-
codnaviridae family, is an enveloped 
virus, while other members of this fami-
ly, such as PBCV-1, are not (Mackinder 
et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2009). 
 Packing of the viral genome into 
the capsid in small icosahedral viruses 
occurs, similarly to that in helical cap-
sids, by co-assembly of the nucleic acid 
with the capsid protein subunits. For 
example, assembly of the T = 3 capsid 
of bacterial ssRNA virus MS2 (Leviviri-
dae) starts with the binding of a capsid 
protein dimer to a stem-loop structure in 
the genomic ssRNA. This triggers sub-
sequent binding of additional capsid 
protein dimers until the capsid is com-
 
 
Figure 2. Three strategies utilized by 
icosahedral viruses to increase the 
internal volume of the capsid (de-
noted 1–3). Capsomers are depicted 
as grey rectangles. 1) Increasing the 
dimensions of the capsomers. Note 
that the number of capsomers in the 
two viruses is the same. 2) Increasing 
the number of copies of the capso-
mers used to build a capsid. 3) Asso-
ciation of two capsids into a twinned 
particle. Note that only isometric cap-
sids are considered here. 
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pleted (Stockley et al., 2007). More 
complex icosahedral viruses usually 
form an empty procapsid (or prohead), 
which undergoes a subsequent genome 
packaging and maturation. The assem-
bly process is often assisted by various 
scaffolding proteins (Dokland, 1999). 
Genome packaging in such a systems 
is coupled to NTP hydrolysis by virus-
encoded packaging motors (Burroughs 
et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2010) or, like in 
the case of phiX174 and related micro-
viruses, to genome replication (Fane et 
al., 2006). 
 
2.3 Asymmetric and complex virions 
 
Not all viruses construct helical or 
icosahedral capsids. Morphology of en-
veloped viruses, which are devoid of a 
regular capsid, is often non-constant 
(i.e. they are pleomorphic) and the vi-
rion shape might depend on a host cell 
type, growth conditions, etc. For exam-
ple, virions of the same strain of influen-
za virus might display diverse morphol-
ogies, from roughly spherical to long fi-
lamentous particles (Schmitt and Lamb, 
2005). Other viruses form very large 
and complex particles that are bacilli-
form or reniform, e.g., ascoviruses (As-
coviridae; Federici et al., 2009), or else 
oval and brick-shaped as those of pox-
viruses (Poxviridae; Condit et al., 2006; 
Fig. 1C). Examination of the viral diver-
sity associated with the domain Archaea 
revealed an unexpected morphological 
richness of archaeal viruses 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006a). In addition to 
helical and icosahedral virions, that are 
also common to viruses infecting hosts 
in the other two domains of life, Bacteria 
and Eukarya, archaeal viruses display a 
number of unique morphotypes (Fig. 
1C). These include bottle-shaped (Am-
pullaviridae), droplet-shaped (Guttaviri-
dae), lemon- or spindle-shaped (Fusel-
loviridae).  
 
3. Evolutionary genomics of prokaryotic viruses 
 
With the advent of genomic and, 
even more so, post-genomic era the 
way genomes are studied has changed 
dramatically. Modern genomics is pri-
marily computational – although pro-
foundly useful in the past, DNA-DNA 
hybridization, as a method for homology 
detection, is hardly ever used in modern 
genomics. Accumulation of immense 
amounts of genomic data led to the 
emergence of new disciplines, such as 
Bioinformatics and Computational Biol-
ogy. Although the two terms are often 
used interchangeably, there is a sub-
stantial difference between them. The 
goal of Bioinformatics is engineering of 
computational methods that enable re-
searchers to analyze, store and visual-
ize the data extracted from genomes, 
i.e. Bioinformatics deals with the infra-
structure needed to understand the bi-
ology of genomes. In contrast, Compu-
tational Biology is a research field that 
utilizes computational methods to gen-
erate biologically important results, i.e. 
the primary goal is the understanding of 
the genome biology itself and thus has 
little to do with engineering (Galperin 
and Koonin, 2003; Semple, 2003). 
Computational Biology is a full-fledged 
field of biology, which had (and still has) 
an undeniable impact on development 
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of experimental biology. Obviously, 
computational analyses would not be 
possible without experimentally ac-
quired primary data. However, it is also 
true that generation of huge amounts of 
primary sequence data would be use-
less in the absence of computational 
utilities that we enjoy today. The latter 
not only enable researchers to manage 
and comprehend the data but also to 
draw biologically relevant conclusions 
that as a feedback guide for further ex-
perimental investigations. Besides, 
Computational Biology enables to an-
swer questions that otherwise can hard-
ly be resolved by experimental means. 
For example, computational analysis of 
hundreds of prokaryotic genomes re-
vealed not only a number of features 
characteristic to these genomes, but al-
so major trends and principles that drive 
their evolution (Koonin and Wolf, 2008).   
In the beginning of this century ac-
cumulation of viral genome sequences 
started to gain its pace (Brüssow and 
Hendrix, 2002) and there are currently 
well over two thousand publicly availa-
ble viral genome sequences in the 
GenBank. Such a wealth of the genomic 
data allows not only to get insights into 
biology of individual viruses, but also to 
grasp the bigger picture of virus evolu-
tion by comparing genome and protein 
sequences of more distantly related vi-
ruses. Comparative analysis of viral ge-
nomes with the intent of getting insights 
into virus evolution is referred here as to 
Evolutionary genomics of viruses.  
3.1 Bacterial viruses 
 
Based on the type of nucleic acid 
and virion morphology bacterial viruses 
(also known as bacteriophages or 
phages) are classified by International 
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses 
(ICTV) into one order and ten families 
(Fauquet et al., 2005). Genomes of bac-
terial viruses can be either RNA or DNA 
and may vary in size tremendously, e.g. 
ssRNA chromosome of levivirus GA is 
less than 3,5 kb (Inokuchi et al., 1986), 
while the dsDNA genome of myovirus G 
is 497,5 kb (Hendrix, 2009).  Table 1 
summarizes characteristics of bacterial 
virus families. 
Table 1. Overview of bacterial virus families. 
Order 
  Family 
Capsid  
morphology Additional features 
Genome 
type Examples 
Caudovirales    
    
  Myoviridae icosahedral tail (contractile) dsDNA, L T4 
     
  Siphoviridae icosahedral tail (long non-contractile) dsDNA, L 
     
  Podoviridae icosahedral tail (short non-contractile)  dsDNA, L T7 
     
  Tectiviridae icosahedral internal membrane dsDNA, L PRD1 
     
  Corticoviridae icosahedral internal membrane dsDNA, C PM2 
     
  Plasmaviridae pleomorphic enveloped dsDNA, C L2 
     
  Microviridae icosahedral nonenveloped ssDNA, C X174 
     
  Inoviridae filamentous long flexible or short rigid ssDNA, C M13 
     
  Cystoviridae icosahedral enveloped, multilayered dsRNA, L, S 6 
     
  Leviviridae icosahedral nonenveloped ssRNA, L MS2 
     
L, linear; C, circular; S, segmented. 
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3.1.1 Tailed dsDNA viruses 
 
Vast majority of characterized bacterial 
viruses belong to the order Caudovi-
rales (Ackermann, 2007), which unites 
tailed dsDNA viruses of three families – 
Myoviridae (contractile tails), Siphoviri-
dae (long non-contractile tails) and Po-
doviridae (short non-contractile tails). 
Virions of viruses in Caudovirales con-
sist of an icosahedral capsid (or head), 
which can be either isometric or elon-
gated (prolate), and a tail – an appen-
dage attached to one of the 
icosahedral vertexes (Hendrix and Cas-
jens, 2005). The capsids are not enve-
loped and enclose linear dsDNA ge-
nomes. The tails are responsible for 
host cell recognition, attachment and 
subsequent delivery of the viral DNA 
across the cell envelope (Poranen and 
Domanska, 2008). Assembly of tailed 
virions is a complex process, which 
starts with the construction of empty 
procapsids that undergo maturation fol-
lowed by genome packaging and tail 
attachment (Steven et al., 2005b). At 
the end of the infection cycle all tailed 
viruses characterized so far lyse the 
host cell (Young and Wang, 2006). 
However, temperate viruses can estab-
lish a lysogeny of their hosts by either 
integrating into the cellular chromosome 
(provirus, e.g., siphovirus ) or replicat-
ing inside the host cytoplasm as plas-
mids (episome, e.g., myovirus P1). 
As mentioned above, tailed virus-
es represent the dominant morphotype 
among characterized bacterial viruses – 
of more than 5500 prokaryotic viruses, 
examined under electron microscope by 
the end of 2006, 96% were tailed 
(Ackermann, 2007). This dominance is 
also reflected in the number of complete 
genome sequences for these viruses – 
tailed virus genomes constitute 78% 
(450 out of 579) of all prokaryotic virus 
complete genome sequences publicly 
available in the GenBank (as of 
26.04.2010). The number gets even 
higher when genomic sequences of 
proviruses are included. Most (if not all) 
of the sequenced bacterial genomes 
contain at least one provirus or its rem-
nants; in some cases proviruses might 
constitute as much as 10–20% of the 
bacterial chromosome (Casjens, 2003). 
This abundance of genomic data led to 
a series of informative in-depth compar-
ative analyses that contributed tre-
mendously to our current understanding 
of the genetic diversity and evolution of 
these viruses (Hendrix et al., 1999; 
Pedulla et al., 2003; Kwan et al., 2005; 
Kwan et al., 2006; Hatfull et al., 2010). 
Diversity in genome size and 
content. There is little doubt that all 
tailed bacterial viruses share common 
ancestry (Baker et al., 2005; Fokine et 
al., 2005). However, viral genome 
length within this supergroup varies ex-
tensively. The extreme case is the near-
ly 50-fold difference between the 11,6 
kb genome of podovirus P1 infecting 
mycoplasmas (Tu et al., 2001) and the 
genome of the giant myovirus G (497,5 
kb; Hendrix, 2009). Since protein-coding 
genes are generally tightly packed in 
viral genomes (typically they occupy 
>90% of the genome in tailed viruses; 
Hendrix, 2002), it is natural that the 
number of encoded genes is propor-
tional to the size of the genome. As a 
result tailed viruses with larger genomes 
encode higher diversity of functions 
compared with those that possess 
smaller genomes. Such additional func-
tions might include, for example, DNA 
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replication and modification, nucleotide 
metabolism, or like in the case of the 
above mentioned myovirus G, ami-
noacyl tRNA synthesis (Hendrix, 2009).  
In general, the genome size differ-
ences observed in evolutionary related 
viruses can arise as a result of (i) ex-
pansion; viruses with larger genomes 
arise from the smaller ones by acquisi-
tion of new genes or (ii) reduction; vi-
ruses with smaller genomes are des-
cendants of an ancestor with a larger 
genome that underwent reduction. Al-
though some scientists are in favor of 
the genome reduction hypothesis 
(Raoult et al., 2004), recent sequence 
analyses indicate that tailed bacterial 
viruses with large genomes evolved 
from a much smaller ancestor (Filée 
and Chandler, 2008). Three major me-
chanisms are accountable for such ge-
nome expansion: (i) multiple gene or 
genomic segment duplications, (ii) lat-
eral acquisition of cellular and viral 
genes, and (iii) dissemination of diverse 
mobile genetic elements (Filée and 
Chandler, 2008). The latter hypothesis 
is also more plausible when the two 
possibilities (genome expansion versus 
reduction) are compared in the frame-
work of viral capsid architecture and 
genome packaging mechanism 
(Hendrix, 2009). 
Sequence divergence. Tailed vi-
ruses are an extremely divergent su-
pergroup, and homologous nucleotide 
and protein sequences of these viruses 
often bear no recognizable similarity. 
For example, the major capsid protein 
(MCP) sequences of more distantly re-
lated tailed viruses often display only 
10–20% identity in pair-wise compari-
sons. Nevertheless, it became apparent 
that all these MCPs (for which structural 
information is available) have the same 
basic topology, exemplified by gp5 of 
HK97 (Wikoff et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 
2003; Baker et al., 2005; Fokine et al., 
2005; Effantin et al., 2006; Agirrezabala 
et al., 2007). This divergence of homo-
logous sequences is mainly due to ge-
netic drift. However, not all viral genes 
are equally prone to accumulation of 
point mutations. A notable example is 
the large subunit of the terminase, an 
enzyme that cleaves a concatameric 
viral DNA into genome-length units and 
powers their encapsidation into pre-
formed procapsids. It is perhaps the 
most conserved genuine viral protein 
specific to tailed bacterial viruses and 
herpesviruses (Casjens, 2003; Rao and 
Feiss, 2008). Although the overall se-
quence similarity between different ter-
minases is not significant, the enzymatic 
nature of these proteins demands pres-
ence of several highly conserved motifs 
that do not tolerate substitutions (Rao 
and Feiss, 2008). However, comparison 
of tailed virus sequences and identifica-
tion of distant homologues is not an im-
possible task. This is mainly due to two 
reasons: (i) existence of sophisticated 
bioinformatic sequence-comparison me-
thods and (ii) a constantly expanding 
database of available (pro)viral genome 
and protein sequences (Hendrix, 2002). 
The combination of the two enables to 
uncover relationships between see-
mingly unrelated sequences through 
sequential comparison of multiple in-
termediate homologues. 
Modular genome organization 
and mosaicism. Typically, genes of 
tailed viruses are organized into func-
tional modules, i.e., genes encoding 
proteins that function in the same 
process are clustered together and are 
regulated by common promoters 
(Brüssow and Desiere, 2001). For ex-
ample, genes of lambdoid viruses are 
usually organized into modules respon-
sible for DNA packaging, virion mor-
phogenesis, establishment of lysogeny 
and host cell lysis, genome replication 
and recombination as well as regulation 
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of transcription (Brüssow and Desiere, 
2001). Therefore, the viral chromosome 
can be seen as an assortment of such 
modules. Gene order in these functional 
modules is often well conserved, al-
though their position with respect to 
each other may vary in different virus 
groups (Hendrix, 2002). The module for 
virion structure and assembly in siphovi-
ruses is a good example of conserved 
gene order (Brüssow and Desiere, 
2001; Casjens, 2003; Hatfull et al., 
2010). Although sequence similarity be-
tween genes present in this module in 
distantly related viruses is often beyond 
recognition, the order of the genes is 
generally the same.  
When compared, genomes of 
tailed phages display mosaic pattern 
(Juhala et al., 2000; Proux et al., 2002; 
Pedulla et al., 2003). The continuity of 
high level pairwise similarity between 
two viral genomes is often disrupted by 
regions that display only distant, if any, 
similarity to each other. A unit in such 
genetic mosaics is typically a single 
gene or, less frequently, parts of genes 
encoding protein domains. However, 
not all functional modules are equally 
susceptible to gene substitution or in-
sertion/deletion. In general, genes en-
coding interacting proteins do co-
evolve. Such are, for example, modules 
encoding virion structural proteins, es-
pecially those responsible for capsid 
formation (Hendrix, 2003). In some cas-
es, viral genomes are shaped by match-
ing entire functional modules, as in the 
case of siphovirus HK97, which shares 
the capsid assembly module with myo-
virus SfV, whereas the tail assembly 
module is clearly related to that of si-
phovirus  (Lawrence et al., 2002). 
Mechanisms of evolution. Evolu-
tion of tailed virus genomes is mainly 
driven by illegitimate, rather than homo-
logous, recombination occurring at es-
sentially randomly distributed positions 
within the genome (Juhala et al., 2000; 
Pedulla et al., 2003). Most new variants 
generated in such process are expected 
to be nonviable and hence being elimi-
nated by natural selection. However, in 
rare circumstances, recombinant ge-
nomes may produce viable progeny and 
lead to productive infection. The suc-
cess of such recombinants depends on 
preservation of essential viral functions 
and maintenance of proper genome 
length. Therefore, the survivors usually 
bear neutral recombination joints. The 
genetic exchange might occur between 
two viruses co-infecting a single bac-
terial cell or between a virus and a resi-
dent provirus. The latter scenario is rea-
soned to be more likely (Hatfull, 2006), 
because there is no immediate pressure 
on the genome length of the integrated 
provirus nor there is urgency to form 
functional progeny, i.e., the provirus 
might reside in the bacterial chromo-
some for as long as viable combination 
is achieved (possibly involving multiple 
recombination events with different 
partners).  
Although the most inventive, the il-
legitimate recombination, as mentioned 
above, is expected to be the least suc-
cessful, i.e., viable viruses are produced 
at very low frequency. However, in the 
light of current information on the size 
and dynamics of the global population 
of tailed viruses (Hendrix, 2002; Suttle, 
2007), even such rare events are, in 
fact, frequent enough to account for the 
observed diversity of tailed viruses. It 
has been estimated that 109–1010 fully 
functional novel genome variants are 
produced via nonhomologous recombi-
nation every second on a global scale 
(Hendrix, 2009). Once the newly 
created mosaic joints prove to be ad-
vantageous they can rapidly spread 
within the population of closely related 
viruses by homologous recombination 
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(Hendrix, 2003). To sum up, genomes 
of tailed bacterial viruses evolve by a 
combination of genetic drift, extensive 
illegitimate recombination, and homo-
logous recombination (Hendrix, 2009). 
 
3.1.2 Other bacterial viruses 
 
The wealth of the genomic data 
available for tailed bacteriophages and 
related proviruses is counterbalanced 
by the scarcity of those available for 
other bacterial viruses. Single genome 
sequences represent some virus fami-
lies, such as Corticoviridae and Plas-
maviridae (Table 1). Consequently, un-
derstanding of the genome evolution for 
these viruses is far from satisfactory. 
Below are described the few studies on 
comparative genomics of bacterial vi-
ruses other than those from the order 
Caudovirales. 
Tectiviridae. The characteristic 
tectiviral virion consists of an icosahe-
dral protein capsid, which covers a pro-
tein-rich membrane vesicle. The latter 
encloses a linear dsDNA genome of 
~15 kb (Grahn et al., 2006). The ge-
nome possesses inverted terminal re-
peats and covalently attached terminal 
proteins that prime the genome replica-
tion carried out by the virus-encoded 
type B DNA polymerase. Tectiviruses 
can be divided into two groups – those 
infecting Gram-negative bacteria (ex-
emplified by bacteriophage PRD1) and 
those of Gram-positive hosts (exempli-
fied by bacteriophage Bam35).  
Genome sequences are available 
for several PRD1-like as well as 
Bam35-like viruses (Saren et al., 2005; 
Sozhamannan et al., 2008). Although 
representatives of the two groups are 
extremely similar to each other structu-
rally (Abrescia et al., 2004; Laurinmäki 
et al., 2005), their genomes virtually 
share no sequence conservation; only 
four proteins of Bam35 could be linked 
to those of PRD1 using bioinformatic 
methods (Ravantti et al., 2003). Within 
the groups, however, the genomes are 
highly similar. For example, compara-
tive analysis of the six available PRD1-
like genomes revealed that they share 
91.9% – 99.8% nucleotide sequence 
identity, despite the fact that the six vi-
ruses have been isolated independently 
at geographically remote locations 
worldwide (Saren et al., 2005). This is in 
sharp contrast to the genomics of tailed 
dsDNA bacteriophages, where genetic 
diversity is immense (as discussed 
above). Bam35-like tectiviruses infect-
ing different Bacillus species are also 
genetically closely related to each other, 
although not to the extent of PRD1-like 
viruses (Sozhamannan et al., 2008). 
Bam35-like phages infecting the same 
host were found to be genetically closer 
to each other than to related viruses in-
fecting different hosts (Sozhamannan et 
al., 2008). This suggests that Bam35-
like tectiviruses co-evolve with their 
hosts. Notable difference between the 
PRD1-like and Bam35-like tectiviruses 
is that the latter possess the ability to 
lysogenize their hosts and replicate their 
genomes intracellularly as linear plas-
mids (Strömsten et al., 2003; Ga
et al., 2005). Due to the same reasons, 
discussed above for tailed bacterio-
phages, the pace and mode of evolution 
of temperate Bam35-like viruses might 
differ from those of their virulent sibl-
ings. However, due to scarcity of the 
genomic data for tectiviruses, this pos-
sibility remains to be tested.  
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Despite the lack of extensive se-
quence conservation, the overall ge-
nome organization of PRD1-like tectivi-
ruses is very similar to that of their 
Bam35-like relatives (Ravantti et al., 
2003). In both groups genomes follow a 
modular organization, also characteris-
tic to tailed dsDNA viruses (Brüssow 
and Desiere, 2001), with functionally 
related genes grouped into distinct clus-
ters that are regulated by common pro-
moters (Saren et al., 2005; 
Sozhamannan et al., 2008). However, 
unlike tailed bacteriophages, the mosaic 
mode of genome evolution is not cha-
racteristic to tectiviruses, with the ex-
ception of non orthologous replacement 
of lysin-encoding genes in Bam35-like 
viruses (Sozhamannan et al., 2008). It 
therefore appears that tectiviral ge-
nomes evolve mainly through accumu-
lation of point mutations and seldom 
acquisition of new genes. The striking 
near-identity between PRD1-like ge-
nomes was suggested to be a result of 
their “optimal genome-level organization 
and structure, in which any change de-
creases fitness” (Saren et al., 2005). 
The overall genome organization and 
virion architecture suggest that PRD1-
like and Bam35-like tectiviruses had a 
common ancestor, which existed prior 
to the diversification of the Gram-
negative and Gram-positive bacteria 
more than a billion years ago (Ravantti 
et al., 2003; Laurinmäki et al., 2005).  
 
Microviridae. Family Microviridae 
unites small icosahedral viruses with 
circular ssDNA genomes replicated via 
rolling-circle (RCR) mechanism (Table 
1). The type member of the family, bac-
teriophage X174, has been extensively 
studied structurally, biochemically and 
genetically (Fane et al., 2006). Microvi-
ruses have been isolated from diverse 
hosts, such as enterobacteria, Bdellovi-
brio, Spiroplasma, and Chlamydia (the 
latter three are intracellular parasitic 
bacteria).  
Based on their genome and virion 
organization microviruses are divided 
into two distinct groups – those infecting 
enterobacteria and those replicating in 
obligate parasitic bacteria (Garner et al., 
2004). The latter group has been re-
cently assigned by the ICTV into a sub-
family Gokushovirinae (Gokusho: Japa-
nese for very small) within the fami-
ly Microviridae (http://www.ictvonline.org
). Like in the case of tectiviruses, the 
two groups share little genome and pro-
tein sequence conservation, but overall 
genome organization is similar. The 
X174-like viruses possess slightly 
larger genomes than the viruses from 
the other group (5.3–6.2 kb versus 4.5 
kb). The genome size difference is re-
flected in the absence of genes for the 
major spike protein (gpG) and the ex-
ternal scaffolding protein (gpD) in goku-
shoviruses (Garner et al., 2004). A large 
number (>40) of genomes from closely 
related X174-like microviruses infect-
ing Escherichia coli has been se-
quenced (Rokyta et al., 2006). A phylo-
genetic analysis of these sequences 
suggested relatively recent emergence 
of gene D in the X174-like clade with 
subsequent spread of the gene in the 
population of related viruses. It also re-
vealed at least two other horizontal 
transfer events between the clades that 
probably occurred by homologous re-
combination (Rokyta et al., 2006). How-
ever, unlike in tailed dsDNA viruses, the 
illegitimate recombination was not found 
to have any substantial contribution to 
the genome evolution of microviruses.  
Interestingly, comparison of goku-
shovirus genome sequences revealed 
that Bdellovibrio-infecting virus MH2K 
is more similar to some Chlamydia vi-
ruses than the Chlamydia-infecting mi-
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croviruses are related to each other 
(Brentlinger et al., 2002). In addition, it 
was noted that microviruses encode 
preserved open reading frames (ORFs) 
nested within overlapping genes. Point 
mutations were suggested to accrete in 
such ORFs until a gene, termed “cretin” 
(for “accrete in”), encoding a beneficial 
function is produced, as might be the 
case for lysis gene E of X174 
(Brentlinger et al., 2002). Consequently, 
it was suggested that occasional spe-
cies jumping and genetic drift are the 
two major mechanisms behind the evo-
lution of microviruses. Such inherently 
different mode of genome evolution for 
microviruses when compared to tailed 
dsDNA bacteriophages was reasoned 
to be a result of i) strictly lytic lifestyle; ii) 
small genome size restrained by the 
capsid dimensions; iii) low abundance 
of the double-stranded replicative form 
of the viral genome inside the host cell, 
which should reduce the frequency of 
recombination (Brentlinger et al., 2002; 
Fane et al., 2006; Rokyta et al., 2006). 
 
Inoviridae. Similarly to microvi-
ruses, inoviruses possess small circular 
ssDNA genomes (4.5 – 9.0 kb) repli-
cated via RCR mechanism, but their vi-
rions are built with helical rather than 
icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 1; Table 1). 
The family contains two genera, Inovi-
rus and Plectrovirus. Inoviruses were 
found to infect diverse Gram-negative 
bacteria as well as one Gram-positive 
species (Russel and Model, 2006), 
while plectroviruses infect mollicutes, 
such as Spiroplasma and Acholeplasma 
(Maniloff and Dybvig, 2006). Viruses 
from the two genera show virtually no 
genome or protein sequence similarity 
and differ considerably in morphology: 
inovirus virions are generally long and 
flexible, while those of plectroviruses 
are short rods. Unlike other bacterial 
viruses, with the exception of plasmavi-
rus L2 (Maniloff and Dybvig, 2006), in-
oviruses do not lyse host cells, but 
leave them by extrusion coupled to vi-
rion assembly (Russel and Model, 
2006). All characterized plectroviruses 
and some (but not all) inoviruses are 
capable of lysogenizing their hosts. This 
ability has been acquired on multiple 
independent occasions, since not all 
members of the family are able to inte-
grate into the host chromosome, and 
those that are, utilize different genome 
integration strategies. Spiroplasma plec-
troviruses SpV1-R8A2B and SpV1-C74, 
and Neisseria inovirus Nf encode dis-
tinct transposases belonging to IS30, 
IS3 and IS110/IS492 families, respec-
tively (Melcher et al., 1999; Kawai et al., 
2005). Interestingly, the transposase 
genes in the two plectroviruses, but not 
in the inovirus Nf, have replaced an 
RCR initiation protein-coding gene, 
which is otherwise present in the related 
SpV-like virus, SVTS2 (Sha et al., 
2000). As a result, genome replication 
in the transposase-encoding plectrovi-
ruses occurs via transposition mechan-
ism with the encapsidated genome 
representing a circular transposition in-
termediate (Melcher et al., 1999). 
Another temperate inovirus RSM1 in-
fecting Ralstonia solanacearum en-
codes a recombinase of the resol-
vase/invertase family and utilizes a host 
tRNA gene for integration (Kawasaki et 
al., 2007). An even more peculiar strat-
egy for genome integration is utilized by 
CTX-like inoviruses infecting Vibrio sp. 
and possibly also inoviruses of Xantho-
monas sp. (McLeod et al., 2005). The 
cholera toxin-encoding CTX is argua-
bly “smarter than the average phage” 
(Blakely, 2004), since it hijacks cellular 
XerC/D enzymes for site-specific ge-
nome integration into the host chromo-
some and does not encode a recombi-
nase of its own (Huber and Waldor, 
2002; McLeod et al., 2005). 
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Genomes of inoviruses typically 
display modular organization with genes 
encoding proteins responsible for ge-
nome replication, virion morphogenesis 
and structure grouped into clusters 
(Russel and Model, 2006). However, 
unlike in tailed viruses and tectiviruses, 
gene expression is not temporal but oc-
curs concurrently and is mainly regu-
lated by differences in the strength and 
accessibility of the ribosome-binding 
sites, unequal codon usage, etc. 
(Russel and Model, 2006). Neverthe-
less, it appears that evolution of inovirus 
genomes is governed by very similar 
mechanisms as those operating in tailed 
dsDNA viruses (Lawrence et al., 2002). 
As mentioned above, inoviruses differ in 
their genome length. This is mainly a 
result of lateral acquisition of new genes 
from diverse sources. For example, a 
homologue of the cellular outer mem-
brane channel EpsD, which is used for 
virion extrusion, is encoded by E. coli-
infecting inoviruses (gene IV in M13), 
but not in Vibrio-infecting phages, such 
as CTX, that utilize the cellular protein 
for the same purpose (Davis et al., 
2000). Another notable example is the 
operon ctxAB ofbacteriophage CTX 
encoding the cholera toxin (Waldor and 
Mekalanos, 1996). Inoviruses from both 
genera seem to enjoy frequent nonor-
thologous replacements within the 
module responsible for genome replica-
tion (Stassen et al., 1992; Waldor et al., 
1997; Sha et al., 2000; Lawrence et al., 
2002). In addition, homologous recom-
bination and intergenome rearrange-
ments have been reported to play a role 
in the evolution of inoviruses (Peeters et 
al., 1985; Lawrence et al., 2002; Russel 
and Model, 2006). 
   
Cystoviridae. Members of this 
family possess tripartite dsRNA ge-
nomes enclosed into an icosahedral 
double-layered protein capsid, which is 
surrounded by a membrane envelope 
(Poranen et al., 2005). The innermost 
capsid, the so-called polymerase com-
plex or procapsid, is delivered into the 
cell interior upon infection and is essen-
tial for genome replication and transcrip-
tion (Poranen et al., 2005; Mindich, 
2006). Cystoviruses infect phytopatho-
genic pseudomonads, such as Pseu-
domonas syringae. Several genome 
sequences of cystoviruses have been 
determined, including that of bacterio-
phage 6, the type member of the fami-
ly (Mindich, 2006).  
Cystoviral genomes are organized 
in a modular fashion. However, unlike in 
DNA viruses with non-segmented ge-
nomes, functionally related proteins are 
generally encoded on different genomic 
segments. The largest of the three 
segments, L, encodes proteins of the 
procapsid, segment M contains genes 
for the receptor-binding complex, whe-
reas the smallest of the three segments, 
S, encodes the procapsid shell protein, 
the major membrane protein and pro-
teins responsible for host cell lysis 
(Poranen et al., 2005). Gene expression 
is temporal and is achieved by a combi-
nation of unequal stability and efficiency 
of production of the mRNAs from differ-
ent genomic segments (Mindich, 2006). 
The general mode of genome evo-
lution in cystoviruses is similar to that of 
DNA bacteriophages, but the molecular 
basis is different. Illegitimate recombina-
tion is well documented for these virus-
es and occurs with high frequency by 
template switching during the synthesis 
of a nascent RNA strand within the po-
lymerase complex (Mindich, 1996). 
Such recombination usually involves 
three identical bases at the crossover 
site, but can range from 0 to 12 nucleo-
tides (Qiao et al., 1997). Homologous 
recombination has also been reported 
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to occur in vitro for bacteriophage 8, 
which is the most distant isolated rela-
tive of 6 (Onodera et al., 2001). How-
ever, this type of recombination ap-
peared extremely rare in wild popula-
tions of cystoviruses (Silander et al., 
2005) and was reasoned to play only a 
minor role (if any) in the evolution of 
cystoviruses due to low probability of 
incorporation of two molecules of the 
same segment type into a single pro-
capsid (Mindich, 2006). Comparaive 
analysis of cystoviral genomes has also 
revealed cases of intergenome rear-
rangements, such as disruption of syn-
teny in the L segment of 8, where gene 
7 is located at the 3’ terminus instead of 
the 5’ terminus, position observed for 
this gene in all the other cystoviruses 
(Sun et al., 2003). In addition, cystovi-
ruses are able to acquire genetic ma-
terial from different sources, which 
seems to occur via non-specific incorpo-
ration of heterologous transcripts into 
the procapsid followed by recombination 
with the viral RNA via template switch-
ing (Onodera et al., 2001). Notably, in-
corporation of native transcripts contain-
ing viral packaging signals was found to 
be only 10 times more efficient, sug-
gesting that occasional incorporations of 
cellular transcripts or those of other vi-
ruses might be rather frequent. Analysis 
of the recently sequenced genome of 
cystovirus 2954 (Qiao et al., 2010) re-
vealed another mechanism contributing 
to the evolution of cystoviruses and also 
common to other bacterial viruses. 
Gene 5, encoding the muralytic enzyme 
P5 in all members of the Cystoviridae, is 
replaced in 2954 by a non-orthologous 
gene, which is homologous to the flgJ 
gene of P. syringae encoding a flagellar 
protein FlgJ with a peptidoglycan hydro-
lase activity. The newly acquired FlgJ 
homologue in 2954 is thus likely to be 
a functional equivalent of P5, found in 
other cystoviruses (Qiao et al., 2010). 
Finally, genomic segment reassortment 
in wild populations of cystoviruses as 
well as in the laboratory settings occurs 
at extremely high frequencies, exceed-
ing the rate of nucleotide substitutions 
(Onodera et al., 2001; Silander et al., 
2005). This suggests that coinfection of 
the same host cell with multiple cystovi-
ruses occurs frequently in their natural 
habitat and that once a new beneficial 
function is acquired it will be quickly 
spread within the population by genomic 
segment reassortment. 
 
Leviviridae. Leviviruses are 
among the smallest viruses known. 
They possess linear ssRNA genomes 
enclosed into icosahedral protein shells 
(van Duin and Tsareva, 2006). Based 
on serological cross-reactivity, genome 
size and organization the family is di-
vided into two genera: Levivirus and Al-
lolevivirus. Leviviruses, with ~3.5 kb ge-
nomes, encode four proteins: capsid 
protein, maturation protein, lysis protein 
and an RNA-dependent RNA polyme-
rase (RdRp). Notably, the lysis protein 
is encoded by an ORF, which overlaps 
with its 5’ and 3’ regions with the capsid 
and RdRp genes, respectively. The 
gene seemingly originated by a me-
chanism similar to that responsible for 
the emergence of the lysis gene of mi-
crovirus X174 (see above), i.e. a 
preexisting genomic region has accu-
mulated mutations until a beneficial 
function was achieved (Brentlinger et 
al., 2002; Klovins et al., 2002). Allolevi-
viruses possess somewhat longer ge-
nomes (~4.2 kb) and instead of the lysis 
protein encode two variants of the cap-
sid protein: normal-sized and an ex-
tended version generated by an occa-
sional (6% frequency) read-through of 
the stop codon (van Duin and Tsareva, 
2006). The host cell lysis in allolevivirus 
infections is carried out by the matura-
tion protein (Bernhardt et al., 2001).  
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Most of the isolated members of 
the Leviviridae infect E. coli and are F 
pilus-specific. Genome sequences for 
thirty such phages are currently availa-
ble (15 for leviviruses and 15 for allole-
viviruses). Their analysis revealed no 
apparent recombination events or dev-
iation from the general genome organi-
zation characteristic to leviviruses and 
alloleviviruses (Friedman et al., 2009). 
Despite low accuracy of the RdRp, ge-
nomes within each of the two genera of 
the Leviviridae share more than 50% 
nucleotide identity (Friedman et al., 
2009). Such sequence stability among 
the E. coli-infecting RNA viruses might 
be a result of their adaptation to the 
“needs of the day” (van Duin and 
Tsareva, 2006). Indeed, genome se-
quences of more distantly related 
ssRNA viruses infecting hosts other 
than E. coli display more divergence. 
Complete genome sequence of bacteri-
ophage AP205 infecting Acinetobacter 
species revealed genomic organization 
different from the two layouts consis-
tently found in the ssRNA coliphages 
(Klovins et al., 2002). 
Most of the current understanding 
on the evolvability of leviviruses comes 
from results obtained during numerous 
laboratory manipulations with these vi-
ruses (van Duin and Tsareva, 2006). 
Such studies revealed that leviviruses 
are capable of overcoming the in vitro 
introduced detrimental defects by a 
number of mechanisms. Such studies 
have indicated that i) frequent base 
substitutions lead to adaptation to the 
changing environmental condition 
(Betancourt, 2009), ii) deletions as well 
as duplications occurring by random re-
combination are readily introduced into 
the ssRNA of leviviruses in response to 
various deliberate changes to the ge-
nome sequence and structure 
(Olsthoorn and van Duin, 1996; Licis et 
al., 2000), iii) genomic defects can be 
repaired by illegitimate as well as less 
frequent homologous recombination oc-
curring as a result of transesterification 
and template switching, respectively 
(Palasingam and Shaklee, 1992; 
Chetverin et al., 2005). 
 
3.2 Archaeal viruses 
 
The domain Archaea is divided in-
to two major phyla: Euryarchaeota and 
Crenarchaeota (Woese et al., 1990). 
Viruses infecting organisms from the 
two phyla share virtually no sequence 
similarity and are often discussed sepa-
rately (Prangishvili et al., 2006a; 
Prangishvili et al., 2006b). All archaeal 
viruses characterized thus far contain 
DNA genomes, which can be either li-
near or circular. Table 2 summarizes 
characteristics of archaeal viruses. Most 
of archaeal virus families contain only 
few members, while some are 
represented by a single virus species 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006a). Therefore, 
only those virus groups that contain 
more than one member and for which 
evolutionary conclusions can be at-
tempted from comparative genomic 
analysis will be discussed here.  
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Table 2. Overview of archaeal viruses. 
  Family Capsid  morphology Additional features 
Genome 
type Examples 
Crenarchaeal viruses     
     
  Fuselloviridae spindle-shaped short appendages  dsDNA, C SSV1 
     
  Bicaudaviridae spindle-shaped two tails dsDNA, C ATV 
     
  Guttaviridae droplet-shaped multiple thin fibers dsDNA, C SNDV 
     
  Ampullaviridae bottle-shaped short filaments at the 
broader end   
dsDNA, L ABV 
     
  Globuloviridae spherical helical nucleoprotein dsDNA, L PSV 
     
  Lipothrixviridae filamentous enveloped, flexible or rigid dsDNA, L AFV1 
     
  Rudiviridae stiff rods three terminal fibers dsDNA, L SIRV1 
     
STIV icosahedral internal membrane dsDNA, C  
     
STSV1 spindle-shaped  dsDNA, C  
     
Euryarchaeal viruses     
     
  Myoviridae icosahedral tail (contractile) dsDNA, L Ch1 
     
  Siphoviridae icosahedral tail (long non-contractile) dsDNA, L M2
     
  Salterprovirus spindle-shaped  dsDNA, L His1 
     
     
PAV1 spindle-shaped enveloped (?) dsDNA, C  
     
A3 VLP oblate  dsDNA, C  
     
HRPV-1 pleomorphic enveloped ssDNA, C  
     
HHPV-1 pleomorphic enveloped dsDNA, C  
     
SH1 icosahedral internal membrane dsDNA, L  
L, linear; C, circular; crenarchaeal and euryarchaeal viruses not assigned to families but displaying features dis-
tinguishing them from viruses belonging to approved families are separated by a broken line. 
 
3.2.1 Crenarchaeal viruses 
 
Comparative genomic analysis 
showed that crenarchaeal viruses from 
different families posses a small pool of 
common genes. However, some virus-
es, such as those from Globuloviridae, 
share no genes with other known virus-
es (Prangishvili et al., 2006b). Most of 
the common genes encode proteins in-
volved in genetic processes, such as 
DNA replication, recombination or tran-
scription regulation, and are likely to be 
exchanged horizontally between unre-
lated viruses or viruses and their hosts 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006b).  
Fuselloviridae. Fuselloviruses 
possess lemon- or spindle-shaped vi-
rions with short filamentous appendag-
es at one pointed end (Fig. 1) and infect 
hyperthermophilic hosts from crenar-
chaeal genera Sulfolobus and Acidianus 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006a; Redder et al., 
2009). The circular dsDNA genomes of 
fuselloviruses (13.7–24.1 kb) are posi-
tively supercoiled and have been shown 
to integrate site-specifically into the host 
chromosome (Muskhelishvili et al., 
1993; Held and Whitaker, 2009). Pecu-
liarly, the integrase gene of fusellovirus-
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es is partitioned upon recombination 
with the host chromosome into two 
fragments that flank the integrated pro-
virus (She et al., 2004). Thirteen fusel-
lovirus genomes (9 viral and 4 proviral) 
are currently available (Held and 
Whitaker, 2009; Redder et al., 2009). 
Comparative genomics has re-
vealed that, despite of substantial varia-
tion in genetic content, fuselloviruses 
share a set of 12-13 “core” genes (Held 
and Whitaker, 2009; Redder et al., 
2009). Phylogenetic analysis of these 
genes pointed to the co-evolution of fu-
selloviruses with their hosts in a bio-
geographic context (Held and Whitaker, 
2009). It also became apparent that 
homologous recombination is prevalent 
among fuselloviruses and seems to 
generally occur within protein-coding 
genes rather than intergenic regions 
(Redder et al., 2009). Although hetero-
geneity in genome length of these vi-
ruses suggests that horizontal gene 
transfer plays a significant role in fusel-
lovirus evolution, its extent has not been 
estimated yet. 
Fuselloviruses display a peculiar 
relationship with pRN-like plasmids of 
Sulfolobus (Lipps, 2006). The two types 
of mobile elements seem to exchange 
genes. For example, it has been con-
cluded that pRN-like plasmid pXZ1 de-
veloped the ability to integrate into the 
host chromosome by lateral acquisition 
of the integrase gene from a fusellovirus 
SSV4 (Peng, 2008). Another plasmid, 
pSSVx, was found to be a virus-plasmid 
chimera which, in addition to the typical 
pRN-specific gene content, contains two 
viral genes (Arnold et al., 1999). The 
two viral genes ensure encapsidation of 
the plasmid into virions upon superin-
fection of the plasmid-containing Sulfo-
lobus cells with a fusellovirus SSV1 and 
enable dissemination of the plasmid in a 
virus-like fashion (Arnold et al., 1999).    
Lipothrixviridae and Rudiviri-
dae. Helical archaeal viruses with linear 
dsDNA genomes are classified into two 
families, Rudiviridae and Lipothrixviri-
dae (Prangishvili et al., 2006a). While 
rudivirus virions are stiff and rod-like, 
those of lipothrixviruses are flexible fi-
laments. At least for rudiviruses, the 
length of the filamentous virion is pro-
portional to the length of the genomic 
DNA (Vestergaard et al., 2008b). Unlike 
rudiviruses, lipothrixvirus filaments are 
enveloped (Prangishvili et al., 2006a). 
Despite these differences rudiviruses 
share at least nine genes with lipothrix-
viruses suggesting that viruses from the 
two families descended from a common 
ancestor (Peng et al., 2001; Prangishvili 
et al., 2006b). This proposal has been 
recently strengthened by the high-
resolution structural analysis, which re-
vealed that the DNA-binding major cap-
sid proteins of rudiviruses and lipothrix-
viruses share the same fold (Goulet et 
al., 2009).  
Based on the differences in the vi-
rion terminal structures as well as varia-
tion in gene content and organization 
family Lipothrixviridae is subdivided into 
four genera: Alpha-, Beta-, Gamma-, 
and Deltalipothrixvirus (Prangishvili et 
al., 2006a). Comparative analysis of li-
pothrixviruses revealed that linear ge-
nomes of viruses from one genus can 
undergo intergenomic recombination 
with those from other genera 
(Vestergaard et al., 2008a). Lipothrixvi-
ruses and rudiviruses display a consi-
derable variation in the gene order and 
content. It has been noticed that rudivi-
ruses accumulate new unique genes, 
with no similarity matches in public da-
tabases, at the termini of their linear ge-
nomes (Vestergaard et al., 2008b). Sim-
ilar distribution of conserved versus 
non-conserved genes has been ob-
served in the linear dsDNA genomes of 
poxviruses (Lefkowitz et al., 2006). 
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Comparative genomic analysis revealed 
that rudiviruses and lipothrixviruses not 
only exchange genes horizontally with 
each other but also are capable of gene 
acquisition from their hosts (Peng et al., 
2001). For example, genes for dUT-
Pase, flavin-dependent thymidylate syn-
thase (ThyX) and Holliday junction re-
solvase were likely transferred into viral 
genomes from cellular organisms (Peng 
et al., 2001; Prangishvili et al., 2006b). 
 
STIV-like viruses. The overall vi-
rion organization of Sulfolobus turreted 
icosahedral virus, STIV, resembles that 
of bacterial tectiviruses and corticovi-
ruses. The STIV virion consists of an 
icosahedrally organized proteinaceous 
capsid that surrounds a protein-rich lipid 
membrane, enclosing the circular 
dsDNA genome of 17.6 kb (Rice et al., 
2004; Maaty et al., 2006). Interestingly, 
the major capsid proteins of tectivirus 
PRD1, corticovirus PM2 and the arc-
haeal STIV were found to possess the 
same structural fold (Benson et al., 
1999; Khayat et al., 2005; Abrescia et 
al., 2008). In addition, the three viruses 
encode homologous genome packaging 
enzymes (Strömsten et al., 2005).  
Recently, the genome sequence of 
a close STIV relative, STIV2, has been 
determined (Happonen et al., 2010). 
Sequence comparison revealed the 
overall similar genome organization for 
the two viruses; however several inser-
tions/deletions were also observed 
(Happonen et al., 2010). Notably, STIV, 
but not STIV2, carries a gene which has 
homologues in nearly all rudiviruses. A 
small membrane protein encoded by 
this gene is implicated in virion release 
at the end of infection cycle (Quax et al., 
2010). The presence of the homologous 
genes in rudiviruses and STIV is in ac-
cordance with the experimental evi-
dence for similar virion release mechan-
isms utilized by the two groups of virus-
es (Bize et al., 2009; Brumfield et al., 
2009). Consequently, it was suggested 
that STIV acquired its virion release 
gene relatively recently from Sulfolobus-
infecting rudiviruses (Quax et al., 2010). 
Similar horizontal flux of lysis genes has 
been also observed for evolutionary un-
related viruses infecting bacteria, such 
as tectivirus PRD1 and tailed bacterio-
phages 	
. 
 
3.2.2 Euryarchaeal viruses 
 
The diversity of virion morpho-
types associated with euryarchaeal 
hosts is considered to be less pro-
nounced than that of crenarchaeal vi-
ruses (Prangishvili et al., 2006a; Porter 
et al., 2007). Indeed, all currently iso-
lated viruses of euryarchaea fall into 
three morphological groups: head-and-
tail (resembling bacterial viruses in the 
order Caudovirales), tailless icosahe-
dral, and spindle shaped/pleomorphic 
(Porter et al., 2007; Roine et al., 2010). 
However, recent sampling of the viral 
diversity in saltern ponds, a beloved ha-
bitat of halophilic archaea, unveiled that 
our current knowledge on the diversity 
of euryarchaeal viruses is far from com-
plete; viral morphotypes previously 
thought to be specific to crenarchaeal 
viruses are also present in hypersaline 
environments (David Prangishvili, per-
sonal communication). Although head-
and-tail viruses represent the majority of 
reported halovirus isolates, they seem 
to constitute only a minor part of euryar-
chaeal viruses (Prangishvili et al., 
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2006a). Comparative genomics of arc-
haeal head-and-tail viruses is one of the 
topics of this dissertation and will be 
discussed in the Results and Discussion 
section. 
 
Spindle-shaped/pleomorphic vi-
ruses. Viruses with spindle-shaped ap-
pearance have been isolated from 
hyperthermophilic and halophilic eu-
ryarchaeal hosts of orders Thermococ-
cales (PAV1 virus) and Halobacteriales 
(viruses His1 and His2), respectively 
(Geslin et al., 2003; Bath et al., 2006). 
These viruses displayed plasticity in vi-
rion morphology, which ranged from 
spindle-shaped to elongated and flat-
tened (for PAV1; Geslin et al., 2003) or 
oblate and pleomorphic (for His2; Bath 
et al., 2006). Similarly, preparations of 
the predominantly pleomorphic haloar-
chaeal virus HHPV-1 also contain a 
fraction of spindle-shaped particles 
(Roine et al., 2010).  
The circular dsDNA genome of 
PAV1 did not show similarity to other 
archaeal spindle-shaped viruses or in-
deed to any known virus (Geslin et al., 
2007). Haloarchaeal virus His1 was first 
assigned to the family Fuselloviridae, 
which includes crenarchaeal viruses of 
similar morphology (Bath and Dyall-
Smith, 1998). However, the isolation of 
the second spindle-shaped haloar-
chaeal virus His2 and analysis of the 
two genomes made it obvious that the 
gross morphology is the only common 
characteristic between crenarchaeal fu-
selloviruses and euryarchaeal viruses 
His1/2 (Bath et al., 2006). Consequent-
ly, viruses His1 and His2 were reas-
signed to a genus Salterprovirus. Both 
viruses contain linear dsDNA genomes 
with inverted terminal repeats and ter-
minal proteins. Both encode type B 
DNA polymerases and their genomes 
are likely to be replicated in a protein-
primed manner (Bath et al., 2006). The 
two viruses are only distantly related to 
each other with generally no similarity 
between their corresponding protein se-
quences (Bath et al., 2006). 
Genome sequence of the recently 
characterized pleomorphic haloarchaeal 
virus HHPV-1 unexpectedly revealed 
that a block of genes, encoding virion 
structural proteins of HHPV-1, is colli-
near and shares significant similarity 
with those of the spindle-shaped virus 
His2 (Roine et al., 2010). The predicted 
genes in His2 genome are organized 
into two modules, which are seemingly 
transcribed in the opposite directions, 
towards the termini of the linear genome 
from a central region (Bath et al., 2006). 
Interestingly, His2 genes that share se-
quence similarity with those of HHPV-1 
occupy almost entirety of one of these 
modules. The other module encodes 
proteins implicated in His2 genome rep-
lication (DNA polymerase and a number 
of proteins with potential zinc finger 
DNA-binding motifs; Bath et al., 2006). 
Such module is not present in the circu-
lar HHPV-1 genome, which instead en-
codes a putative rolling-circle replication 
initiation protein at equivalent position 
(Roine et al., 2010). It therefore seems 
that His2 or HHPV-1 donated a block of 
structural protein-coding genes to a li-
near and circular plasmid, respectively, 
thereby transforming a plasmid into a 
virus. A similar evolutionary scenario 
has also been proposed to be account-
able for the origin of plant geminiviruses 
  	 
 as well as bac-
terial siphovirus N15 (Ravin et al., 2000; 
Lawrence et al., 2002).  
The circular ssDNA genome of 
another haloarchaeal pleomorphic virus, 
HRPV-1, presented an even greater 
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amazement. Comparative analysis re-
vealed that it is remarkably similar to the 
dsDNA genome of HHPV-1, both in 
gene content and organization, leaving 
no doubt about evolutionary relationship 
between these ss- and dsDNA viruses 
(Pietilä et al., 2009; Roine et al., 2010). 
In addition, the pattern of virion struc-
tural proteins was also very similar for 
HHPV-1 and HRPV-1 (Roine et al., 
2010). It has also been noticed that the 
protein pattern is reminiscent to that of 
the pleomorphic ssDNA bacteriophage 
L175 (Dybvig et al., 1985), suggesting 
that the three viruses might be evolutio-
nary related (Pietilä et al., 2009; Roine 
et al., 2010). Regrettably, the genome 
sequence of L175 is not yet available.  
The HHPV-1/HRPV-1 example 
suggests that there is a certain liberty in 
the choice of the replicative form of the 
genome that will be encapsidated into 
mature virions. A reminiscent situation 
is observed with eukaryotic retro-
transcribing viruses: members of the 
Retroviridae family encapsidate the 
ssRNA replicative intermediate, while 
hepadnaviruses (family Hepadnaviri-
dae) seem to have chosen the dsDNA 
form (Steven et al., 2005a). Neverthe-
less, such a close relationship between 
viruses with different types of nucleic 
acids (ds versus ssDNA) is unprece-
dented among prokaryotic viruses and 
shakes the foundation of the current vi-
rus taxonomy (Roine et al., 2010).  
Icosahedral tailless viruses. Ha-
loarchaeal virus SH1 is the only repre-
sentative of this morphotype among eu-
ryarchaeal viruses (Porter et al., 2005). 
Virion organization of SH1 resembles 
that of bacterial tectiviruses (Table 2; 
see also above). The linear dsDNA ge-
nome also has inverted terminal repeats 
and covalently attached terminal pro-
teins (Bamford et al., 2005b; Porter and 
Dyall-Smith, 2008). Unexpectedly, in 
contrast to all other known viruses with 
this genome type, SH1 does not encode 
an identifiable DNA polymerase 
(Bamford et al., 2005b). Although anal-
ysis of the SH1 protein sequences did 
not reveal considerable relationship to 
other archaeal viruses (Bamford et al., 
2005b), it did point to a connection be-
tween SH1 and bacteriophage P23-77 
(circular dsDNA) infecting Thermus 
thermophilus (Jalasvuori et al., 2009). 
The two viruses share a block of genes 
encoding the putative genome packag-
ing ATPase and the two major capsid 
proteins. In line with this finding, the 
evolutionary link between SH1 and P23-
77 has also been deduced from the 
structural analysis, which showed very 
similar organization (T = 28) of their vi-
rions (Jaatinen et al., 2008).
 
4. Virus lineage hypothesis: deep evolutionary connections  
 
Viruses are fast evolving organ-
isms, with the nucleotide substitution 
rates, especially for ssRNA and ssDNA 
viruses, generally being higher than 
those observed for cellular organisms 
(Duffy et al., 2008; Holmes, 2010). On 
top of that, virus–virus as well as virus-
host genome recombination has a con-
siderable effect on viral genome evolu-
tion leading to emergence of new chi-
meric variants. As a result, the kinship 
between viruses that have a common 
ancestor but have diverged in a more 
distant past often cannot be deduced 
from the direct comparison of their ge-
nomic or protein sequences. However, 
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deep evolutionary relationships between 
seemingly unrelated viruses are of great 
interest.  
The curiosity of virologists on this 
matter was at least in part satisfied by 
conclusions drawn from the accumulat-
ing body of structural data on both indi-
vidual viral proteins and entire virions. It 
became apparent that certain viruses 
infecting phylogenetically distant hosts, 
which sometimes reside in different do-
mains of life, are remarkably similar 
structurally despite the lack of recogniz-
able sequence conservation (Bamford 
et al., 2002). Furthermore, available 
structural information revealed that 
there are several such groups of viruses 
that are structurally similar to each other 
within the group, but are considerably 
different between the groups. The simi-
larity within each group was found to 
stretch from the overall virion organiza-
tion and principles of virion assembly to 
the structure of the major virion building 
blocks and often genome packaging 
machineries (Bamford et al., 2005a). In 
order to explain such structural relation-
ships between viruses, infecting hosts 
as distant as human beings and E. coli, 
a virus lineage hypothesis has been put 
forward (Bamford et al., 2002). Accord-
ing to this hypothesis, the observed 
structural similarity between the viruses 
is a result of a common descent. Con-
sequently, viruses of a certain lineage 
presently infecting hosts in different 
domains of life once shared an ancestor 
which preyed on the last universal cellu-
lar ancestor (LUCA); as cellular organ-
isms diversified so did their viruses by 
co-evolving with their hosts. Existence 
of several distinct viral lineages sug-
gests independent origins for their cor-
responding progenitor viruses (Bamford 
et al., 2002). Structural information 
available so far allowed identification of 
four viral lineages that unite viruses in-
fecting hosts in different domains of life; 
additional viral lineages are likely to be 
uncovered in the near future (Bamford 
et al., 2005a; Krupov  	
2008). Table 3 presents an overview of 
the four viral lineages.  
 
Table 3. Viral lineages. 
Viral lineage Bacterial      Archaeal Eukaryotic 
Cren- Eury- 
Double -barrel Tecti-, Cortico- STIV – Adeno-, Phycodna-, Irido-, As-
far-, Pox-, Asco-, Mimivirus, 
Sputnik, Mavericks 
     
Single -barrel P23-77 – SH1 – 
     
HK97-Herpes Myo-, Sipho-, Podo- – Myo-, Sipho- Herpes- 
     
6-Reo Cysto- – – Reo-, Toti- 
     
–, not determined (yet). 
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B. AIMS OF THIS STUDY 
 
The prokaryotic viruses were for a 
long time considered only as useful 
tools for molecular biology or else as 
model systems for understanding differ-
ent biological phenomena relevant to 
cellular organisms, such as, for in-
stance, membrane biogenesis. Only re-
cently it was appreciated that viruses 
constitute an integral and, perhaps it will 
not be an exaggeration to say, the ma-
jor part of the biosphere (Hendrix, 2002; 
Suttle, 2007). The studies on the diver-
sity, distribution and evolution of the vi-
rosphere are therefore per se of great 
significance and fundamental interest. 
The aim of this study was to gain 
insights into the diversity and evolution 
of underrepresented (only few isolated 
representatives of a particular virus 
group) prokaryotic viruses, both bacteri-
al and archaeal. A special attention was 
paid to the molecular mechanisms of 
their genome evolution as well as to the 
relationships between viruses infecting 
phylogenetically distant hosts. In order 
to increase the number of genomic se-
quences available for comparative anal-
ysis, the wealth of genomic data availa-
ble in public databases was exploited. 
As a result, a number of proviruses (vir-
al genomes integrated into cellular 
chromosomes) related to the group of 
viruses under study were identified and 
a comparative genomics approach was 
undertaken. The specific aims of this 
study were: 
1. To gain insights into the diversity and 
evolution of corticoviruses (I). Until 
this study the knowledge on the fami-
ly Corticoviridae was derived exclu-
sively from the analyses carried out 
on the sole isolated member of this 
viral family.  
2. To identify new possible members of 
the double -barrel viral lineage in 
the domain Archaea and to improve 
understanding on the diversity of 
these viruses (II). 
3. To enrich the genomic pool of arc-
haeal viruses related to tailed dsDNA 
bacteriophages of the order Caudovi-
rales; to gain insights into their phy-
logenetic distribution; and finally, to 
verify the genomic-level relationship 
between these bacterial and archaeal 
viruses (III). 
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C. METHODS 
 
All genomic sequences described 
in this study were downloaded from the 
GenBank at the NCBI (National Center 
for Biotechnology Information) and ana-
lyzed using various bioinformatic tools 
listed in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Bioinformatic tools used in this study. 
Program Website for application/download Reference 
Genomic context analysis  
  Vector NTI Suite v8.0 http://www.invitrogen.com/ Invitrogen, Inc. 
  CLC Main Workbench v5.0 http://www.clcbio.com/index.php?id=92 CLC Bio, Inc. 
  
Homology detection  
  PSI-BLAST http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Altschul et al., 1997 
  HHpred http://toolkit.lmb.uni-muenchen.de/hhpred Söding, 2005 
  FFAS03 http://ffas.ljcrf.edu/ Friedberg et al., 2006 
  3D-Jury http://meta.bioinfo.pl/ Ginalski et al., 2003 
  
Sequence alignments  
  PROMALS http://prodata.swmed.edu/promals/ Pei et al., 2007 
  CLUSTALW http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/ Thompson et al., 1994 
  
Protein domain analysis  
  TMHMM http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM-2.0/ Krogh et al., 2001 
  InterProScan http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterProScan/ Zdobnov and Apweiler, 
2001 
IS sequence analysis  
  ISFinder database  www-is.biotoul.fr/ Siguier et al., 2006 
  
Structural modeling  
  MODELLER v9.6 http://www.salilab.org/modeller/ Marti-Renom et al., 
2000 
Model quality verification  
  MolProbity http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu/ Lovell et al., 2003 
  ProSA-web http://prosa.services.came.sbg.ac.at/prosa.php Wiederstein and Sippl, 
2007 
Visualization of structures  
  VMD v1.8.7 http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/research/vmd/ Humphrey et al., 1996 
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D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Identification of proviruses 
 
Cellular organisms usually harbor 
at least one provirus per genome 
(Casjens, 2003). Therefore, to identify 
novel viral genomes and consequently 
to enrich the genomic dataset for the 
comparative analysis, we took advan-
tage of the ample (and constantly in-
creasing) genomic information available 
for diverse bacterial and archaeal or-
ganisms by scanning them for the pres-
ence of certain proviruses.  
It became apparent that horizontal 
exchange of genes between diverse vi-
ruses as well as between viruses and 
their hosts is a prevalent phenomenon 
shaping the genomes of both parties 
and therefore has a profound effect on 
their evolution (Hendrix, 2002). Howev-
er, according to the viral lineage hypo-
thesis (see above), genes encoding vi-
rion structural components as well as 
the genome packaging machinery are 
inherited vertically within a given lineage 
of viruses (Bamford et al., 2005a; 
  	 
. Accor-
dingly, horizontal exchange of genetic 
information between different viral li-
neages is expected to be not equally 
unrestricted for functionally different 
genes. Therefore, to identify proviruses 
related to a certain viral group we used 
as seeds sequences of proteins en-
coded by genes that were most likely to 
be inherited vertically within that particu-
lar group/lineage of viruses. In the first 
part of this study (I) we attempted to 
identify relatives of bacterial corticovirus 
PM2. Therefore, the sequence of PM2 
major capsid protein (MCP) was used 
as a seed in iterative database 
searches. In the second study (II), the 
goal was to identify members of the 
double -barrel viral lineage associated 
with the domain Archaea. To achieve 
that, archaeal genomes were searched 
for the presence of genes encoding 
homologues of the MCP of crenar-
chaeal virus STIV, at that time the only 
known virus containing a double -
barrel capsid protein and infecting arc-
haea (Khayat et al., 2005). In the third 
study (III), the proviruses related to the 
tailed bacterial and archaeal dsDNA vi-
ruses of the order Caudovirales were 
identified in archaeal genomes by 
searching for homologues of the large 
subunit of the terminase (TerL), an AT-
Pase powering the viral genome pack-
aging into preformed empty procapsids 
in members of the Caudovirales and 
Herpesviridae (Rao and Feiss, 2008). 
Notably, double -barrel capsid proteins 
as well as TerL ATPases are strictly vi-
rus-specific and do not have close ho-
mologues in the cellular proteome 
(Koonin et al., 2006).  
Once all the homologues of the 
selected viral proteins encoded in bac-
terial (I) and archaeal (II, III) genomes 
were identified, the genomic context for 
each positively identified homologous 
gene was thoroughly analyzed. As a re-
sult, we identified thirteen putative provi-
ruses related to corticovirus PM2 (I), 
two proviruses encoding putative double 
-barrel MCPs and integrated into eu-
ryarchaeal genomes (II), and nine provi-
ruses related to members of the Caudo-
virales in various archaeal genomes 
(III).  
It should be noted that in these 
studies we did not consider the functio-
nality of the identified proviruses. The 
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presence of the proviruses in bacterial 
and archaeal genomes per se was tak-
en as a sufficient evidence of these cel-
lular organisms having been in contact 
with the corresponding viruses. Conse-
quently, the evolutionary insights gained 
from comparative genomic analysis of 
the identified proviruses were assumed 
to reflect the evolution of their free-living 
relatives.  
 
2. Corticoviral elements 
2.1 Comparative analysis of corticoviral genomes 
 
Bacterial virus PM2 is currently the 
sole member assigned to the family 
Corticoviridae (Bamford and Bamford, 
2006). Its overall virion morphology re-
sembles that of tectiviruses (Table 1), 
except that the genome of PM2 is highly 
supercoiled circular dsDNA molecule of 
~10 kb (Gray et al., 1971; Männistö et 
al., 1999). Recently, structural analysis 
revealed that the MCP and the penton 
protein of PM2 have the same general 
topology as the corresponding proteins 
of tectivirus PRD1 (Abrescia et al., 
2008). In addition, the two viruses en-
code homologous packaging ATPases 
(Strömsten et al., 2005) and hence be-
long to the same structure-based viral 
lineage   	 
. 
The PM2 genome is replicated in prox-
imity of the cytoplasmic membrane via a 
rolling-circle (RCR) mechanism initiated 
by the phage-encoded replication initia-
tion protein P12 (Brewer, 1978; 
Männistö et al., 1999). The PM2 ge-
nome is organized into three operons 
(two early and one late) regulated by 
phage-encoded transcription factors 
(Männistö et al., 2003). Interestingly, the 
organization of the two early PM2 ope-
rons was found to be similar to those 
required for the maintenance of the 
Pseudoalteromonas plasmid pAS28 
(Fig. 3; Männistö et al., 2003). One of 
these two operons shares significant 
sequence similarity with the correspond-
ing region in pAS28 and was therefore 
suggested to represent a recent hori-
zontal acquisition in PM2 genome from 
a pAS28-like plasmid (Männistö et al., 
2003). Notably, the replication proteins 
in PM2 and pAS28 are nonhomologous, 
although they occupy equivalent posi-
tions (Fig. 3).  
PM2 infects marine Pseudoalte-
romonas species (Kivelä et al., 1999) 
and is strictly virulent under laboratory 
conditions; at the end of infection cycle 
the host cells are disrupted via mechan-
ism which differs considerably from 
those described for other dsDNA bacte-
riophages, including tectivirus PRD1 
  	 
!   	
2008). Therefore, identification of provi-
ruses related to PM2 was somewhat 
unexpected (I). All PM2 genes can be 
categorized into four functionally distinct 
groups or modules encoding (i) proteins 
responsible for structural components of 
the virion (proteins P1–P10), (ii) regula-
tion of transcription (P13–P16), (iii) ge-
nome replication (RCR initiation protein 
P12), (iv) proteins involved in cell lysis 
(P17, P18). Figure 3 shows the genomic 
alignment of a selection of PM2-like 
proviruses identified in Article I. Com-
parative genomics of the thirteen identi-
fied proviruses revealed that genes en-
coding the MCP (gene II), structural pro-
tein P7 (gene VII), and the putative ge-
nome packaging ATPase (gene IX) 
were invariably present in all proviral 
genomes. In contrast, genes of the oth-
er three modules (replication, regulation 
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of transcription, host lysis) were found 
to be frequently substituted with func-
tionally equivalent but nonhomologous 
genes. For example, some PM2-like 
proviruses were found to encode typical 
endolysin genes, homologous to those 
encoded by numerous tailed dsDNA 
bacteriophages. PM2 genome, on the 
other hand, does not carry a gene for an 
apparent endolysin homologue 
  	 
!. Similarly, some 
corticoviral elements code for transcrip-
tional regulators homologous to those of 
PM2 (Männistö et al., 2003), while oth-
ers encode clearly distinct transcription-
al factors. For example, a corticoele-
ment of Vibrio splendidus instead of 
PM2-like transcriptional regulators en-
codes a homologue of a typical CI re-
pressor (Fig. 3). Most surprising, how-
ever, was the observed diversity of rep-
lication proteins encoded by different 
PM2-like proviruses. Corticoviral ele-
ments apparently can rely on at least 
four distinct strategies for genome repli-
cation. While majority of identified provi-
 
 
Figure 3. Genetic organization of the selected corticoviral elements, bacteriophage PM2, 
and the maintenance region of the pAS28 plasmid. Genes encoding structural and non-
structural proteins (Roman numerals) and ORFs (lower case letters) are visualized as ar-
rows indicating the direction of transcription. The origin of replication (ORI) and the three 
promoters (kinked arrows) are indicated. Genes in the PM2 genome, as well as in corticovi-
ral elements related to those of the pAS28 plasmid, are coloured red. The viral "self" core, 
containing genes IX (putative genome packaging ATPase-coding gene), VII, and II (major 
capsid protein-coding gene) is shaded grey. The late promoter region of phage PM2 and the 
noncoding region matching its position in all putative proviruses is coloured yellow. Recom-
binase- and endolysis-coding genes are coloured green and orange, respectively. Genes 
encoding replication-associated proteins (other than XII- and ORF1-type) are shown in 
black. 
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ruses encode PM2-like RCR initiation 
proteins, some were found to contain 
genes for replication proteins homolog-
ous to those encoded by different plas-
mids (ORF1 of Pseudoalteromonas 
plasmid pAS28, RepA of Pseudomonas 
plasmid pRA2, and C1 of Ralstonia 
plasmid pJTPS1; Fig. 3). This observa-
tion indicates that the history of replica-
tion genes can be (and often is) inde-
pendent from that of genes involved in 
other viral functions  
Bamford, 2009).  
Conservation of genes encoding 
structural virion components, and espe-
cially the MCP and the genome packag-
ing ATPase, in PM2-like proviruses 
suggests that once (and if ever) induced 
they are likely to produce virions re-
sembling those of PM2. Consequently, 
of the four functional modules constitut-
ing corticoviral genomes only the one 
for virion structure seems to be main-
tained vertically, while the other three 
are prone to horizontal flux. This obser-
vation supports the structure-based viral 
lineage hypothesis (Bamford et al., 
2005a) and suggests that those who 
seek to classify viruses should perhaps 
primarily concentrate on the virus-
encoded features defining the virion 
structure and only then on those in-
volved in virus-host interactions and ge-
nome replication. 
 
2.2 Abundance and distribution of corticoviruses 
 
Thirteen proviruses identified in 
this Study (Article I) were integrated into 
the genomes of eleven bacteria belong-
ing to the phylum Proteobacteria 
(classes  and ). Notably, all the organ-
isms that harbor PM2-like proviruses 
were found to be residents of aquatic 
habitats, either marine or fresh-water. 
Previous transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) studies indicate that tailed 
dsDNA bacteriophages represent the 
predominant morphotype in marine en-
vironments (Wommack and Colwell, 
2000). It was therefore interesting to 
compare the relative abundance of 
PM2-like versus tailed phage-like provi-
ruses in the genomes of aquatic bacte-
ria (at the time of the study there were 
269 aquatic bacterial genomes in the 
GenBank). Unexpectedly, proviruses 
related to marine tailed bacteriophages 
were not identified more frequently than 
PM2-like proviruses, when the same 
identification strategy was employed 
(i.e., searches against aquatic bacterial 
genomes using the MCP and TerL se-
quences of tailed viruses as seeds). Al-
though this observation is not a defini-
tive prove of PM2-like viruses being as 
plentiful as tailed bacteriophages in the 
aquatic environment, it suggests that 
their abundance as well as the impact 
on the ecology of aquatic microorgan-
isms might be underestimated. 
During the last three years, which 
passed since the publication of Article I, 
a number of new bacterial genomes has 
been sequenced. A quick analysis of 
this new dataset revealed that the num-
ber of PM2-like proviruses has almost 
tripled; at the moment, nearly forty corti-
coelements integrated into diverse bac-
terial genomes can be identified (our 
unpublished observation). Most (but not 
all) of these new elements are found in 
different Vibrio strains and seem to be 
relatively closely related to the Vibrio 
elements described in Article I. Interes-
tingly, four putative PM2-like proviruses 
are present in the genome of Opituta-
ceae bacterium TAV2 (phylum Verru-
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comicrobia), which was isolated from 
the gut of a wood-feeding termite (NCBI 
Genome Project ID: 36791). Notably, 
Verrucomicrobia are phylogenetically 
distant from Proteobacteria. Another 
peculiar bacterium harboring in its ge-
nome a corticoelement (our unpublished 
observation) is Teredinibacter turnerae 
T7901, an intracellular endosymbiont of 
marine wood-boring shipworms (Yang 
et al., 2009). In addition, metagenomic 
study of methylamine microcosms re-
vealed presence of free-living PM2-like 
viruses that are most closely related to 
the proviruses of Methylobacillus flagel-
latus KT (Article I) and were suggested 
to infect Methylotenera mobilis 
(Kalyuzhnaya et al., 2008). These ob-
servations suggest that the host range 
of corticoviruses might not be restricted 
to aquatic microorganisms and is possi-
bly reaching way beyond proteobacteri-
al hosts. 
 
3. Double -barrel viruses of Archaea 
 
The most populated viral lineage 
described to date is the double -barrel 
lineage (Table 3;  
Bamford, 2008). The majority of viruses 
in this lineage possess icosahedral pro-
tein capsids with an internal membrane 
enclosing dsDNA genomes. The cap-
sids are built of pseudohexameric cap-
somers formed of the trimeric major 
capsid protein displaying the characte-
ristic double -barrel topology (Fig. 4; 
  d, 2008). In addi-
tion, all members of the lineage, except 
adenoviruses, encode homologous ge-
nome packaging ATPases of the 
FtsK/HerA superfamily (Strömsten et 
al., 2005). The lineage contains a num-
ber of members infecting Bacteria and 
Eukarya, but only a single representa-
tive, Sulfolobus turreted icosahedral vi-
rus (STIV), in the domain Archaea (Ta-
ble 3). STIV infects a crenarchaeal host 
(Rice et al., 2004). In order to see 
whether the double -barrel lineage 
could be extended to the second major 
archaeal phylum, Euryarchaeota, we 
searched the available archaeal ge-
nomes for the presence of putative pro-
viruses related to STIV and other mem-
bers of this viral lineage (Article II). We 
identified two homologues of the STIV 
MCP encoded in the genomes of Ther-
mococcus kodakarensis KOD1 (order 
Thermococcales) and Methanococcus 
voltae A3 (order Methanococcales), 
both belonging to the phylum Euryar-
chaeota. Thorough inspection of the 
genomic context surrounding these two 
genes revealed that they were embed-
ded within putative proviruses, which 
were called TKV4 and MVV, respective-
ly. In both cases, the second hallmark 
gene of the double -barrel lineage vi-
ruses, coding for the putative genome 
packaging ATPase, was found close to 
the MCP-coding gene. The two provi-
ruses have apparently used tRNA 
genes for integration; whereas MVV has 
utilized the 3’-distal region of a tRNA 
gene as the attachment site, TKV4 has 
recombined with the 5’-distal part of the 
corresponding gene of T. kodakarensis 
KOD1. The tRNA genes often serve as 
integration targets for prokaryotic virus-
es (Reiter et al., 1989). However, re-
combination with the 5’-distal regions of 
these genes has not been previously 
reported.  
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Analysis of the genetic content re-
vealed that STIV, TKV4, and MVV are 
only distantly related to each other and 
do not share other genes than those for 
the MCPs and putative packaging AT-
Pases. Like in the case of corticoele-
ments, archaeal double -barrel 
(pro)viruses were found to encode dif-
ferent types of transcriptional regulators 
and replication proteins. For example, 
MVV encodes a typical RCR initiation 
protein, while TKV4 genome replication 
apparently relies on the MCM helicase. 
The replication genes are, however, at 
equivalent positions within the two ge-
nomes – upstream of the ATPase/MCP-
coding genes. Such gene order (replica-
tion–ATPase–MCP) is common to all 
prokaryote-infecting members of the 
double -barrel lineage  
Bamford, 2008). Interestingly, when a 
profile created from the alignment of 
STIV and TKV4 MCP sequences was 
used during the PSI-BLAST analysis, 
the MCP of GIL16, a tectivirus infecting 
Bacillus sp. (Verheust et al., 2005), was 
found among the low-scoring hits. This 
result could not be obtained with the 
STIV sequence alone, indicating that 
the MCP sequence of TKV4 is a bridge 
between archaeal and bacterial double 
-barrel virus MCPs. This suggests that 
one day we might have a sufficient 
number of MCP sequences to relate 
distant members of this viral lineage 
through sequence-sequence compari-
sons without the necessity to rely on the 
structural information. 
As a bonus in Article II was the 
identification of another provirus, which 
was adjacent to MVV and apparently 
utilized the same attachment site. Nota-
bly, it has been shown previously that 
M. voltae A3 produce oblate virus-like 
particles (A3 VLP) containing ~23 kb 
circular dsDNA (Table 2; Wood et al., 
1989). The same study has also re-
vealed that the genome of that VLP is 
present in an integrated form on the cel-
lular chromosome. Although the nucleo-
tide sequence of A3 VLP DNA has not 
been determined, the restriction map 
was created (Wood et al., 1989). Sur-
prisingly, the in silico generated restric-
tion pattern of the MVV neighbor is re-
markably similar to the pattern experi-
mentally obtained for A3 VLP. There-
fore, based on the very similar genome 
 
Figure 4. Double -barrel major capsid proteins of tectivirus PRD1 (blue; Benson et al., 
1999), Sulfolobus turreted icosahedral virus (STIV; red; Khayat et al., 2005), and the putative 
euryarchaeal provirus TKV4 (green; Article II). 
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length and nearly identical restriction 
pattern we concluded that the provirus 
located next to MVV in the M. voltae A3 
genome represents the integrated form 
of the previously isolated A3 VLP. 
Identification of proviruses TKV4 
and MVV extends the double -barrel 
viral lineage to the phylum Euryar-
chaeota. Genomic distinctiveness of the 
archaeal double -barrel (pro)viruses 
implies that their association with arc-
haeal hosts is ancient, likely predating 
the divergence of the archaeal domain 
into Crenachaeota and Euryarchaeota.  
 
4. Comparative genomics of tailed dsDNA viruses of Archaea 
 
Tailed dsDNA bacteriophages of 
the order Caudovirales and eukaryotic 
herpesviruses form another structure-
based lineage (Baker et al., 2005; 
Bamford et al., 2005a). The similarity 
between tailed bacteriophages and her-
pesviruses was brought to light by ex-
tensive functional and structural studies 
on the two viral systems. It extends from 
basic principles of virion assembly and 
maturation to the topology of the major 
capsid proteins as well as to similar ge-
nome packaging machineries com-
posed of homologous proteins 
(Dokland, 1999; Baker et al., 2005; 
Steven et al., 2005b; Duda et al., 2006; 
Rao and Feiss, 2008). Notably, all these 
features are very different from those 
characteristic to viruses in the double -
barrel lineage as should be expected if 
the progenitor viruses of the two lineag-
es have originated independently 
(Bamford et al., 2005a). As shown in 
Tables 2 and 3, tailed dsDNA viruses 
resembling bacterial viruses of the order 
Caudovirales also infect euryarchaeal 
hosts. However, detailed structural, 
functional and sequence information for 
these viruses is not available. Thus their 
origin, mechanisms of genome evolu-
tion as well as relationship to tailed bac-
teriophages and herpesviruses remains 
obscure. To shed light on these issues, 
we undertook the comparative genomic 
approach (Article III). 
Contrasting the wealth of genomic 
information available for tailed viruses 
infecting bacteria (448 viral and many 
more proviral genomes), until Article III 
the number of available genomes for 
tailed archaeal viruses was limited to 
one proviral and five viral genomes 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006b). Notably, 
head-and-tail viruses seem to be re-
stricted to the phylum Euryarchaeota 
(Prangishvili et al., 2006a), where they 
were isolated from hosts falling into just 
two out of eight classes (class is a tax-
onomic rank fitting between phylum and 
order), namely, Halobacteria and Me-
thanobacteria. To enrich the genomic 
data pool and to gain insights into the 
distribution of head-and-tail viruses in 
Archaea, we scanned the available arc-
haeal genomes for the presence of pro-
viruses related to tailed viruses of bac-
teria and archaea. As a result, nine 
“tailed” proviruses were identified. This 
allowed for an exhaustive comparative 
genomic analysis of this viral group.  
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Host-range of tailed archaeal vi-
ruses. Our analysis revealed that the 
host-range of head-and-tail viruses is 
wider than previously suspected (Fig. 
5). We identified “tailed” proviruses in 
the genomes of archaea belonging to 
classes Halobacteria, Methanobacteria, 
Methanococci, Methanomicrobia, and 
Archaeoglobi (the genome of Archaeog-
lobus profundus DSM 5631 was depo-
sited into the GenBank only after the 
publication of Article III; therefore, the 
associated provirus Apro-Pro1 has not 
been described in Article III). Conse-
quently, organisms falling into five out of 
eight classes of Euryarchaeota (Fig. 5) 
are (or were) under attack of head-and-
tail viruses. Furthermore, based on the 
sequence similarity and gene content, 
these archaeal (pro)viruses could be 
divided into distinct groups that follow 
the taxonomic grouping of their archaeal 
host species. This observation strongly 
suggests a long-lasting co-evolution of 
“tailed” (pro)viruses with their hosts. 
Genome organization and me-
chanisms of evolution. Comparative 
analysis revealed a modular organiza-
tion of the head-and-tail archaeal 
(pro)virus genomes, very similar to that 
found in their bacterial relatives 
(Brüssow and Desiere, 2001). Most evi-
dent was the clustering of genes encod-
ing proteins for virion morphogenesis 
and structure and also for genome 
packaging. As mentioned above, based 
on the gene content tailed archaeal 
(pro)viruses could be clustered into dis-
tinct groups. It became apparent that 
even within a group of related viruses 
the position of these functional modules 
with respect to each other may vary 
considerably, likely due to intergenome 
rearrangement events.   
Comparative analysis exposed 
mosaic character of viral genomes with-
in different groups, with a number of 
gene substitution events. Some genes 
are replaced with homologues from dis-
tantly related viruses. For example, 
genes for genome packaging proteins 
and capsid formation are clearly homo-
logous and collinear in the two metha-
nobacterial proviruses (Article I). How-
ever, the downstream lying genes for 
tail tape measure proteins have their 
closest counterparts in viruses outside 
the methanobacterial virus group. Other 
genes are substituted with nonhomo-
logous, but functionally equivalent 
genes. This is the case for replication 
protein-coding genes of some halobac-
terial and methanococcal proviruses in 
which MCM helicase-coding genes 
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Figure 5. Distribution of tailed dsDNA 
viruses in the domain Archaea. Sche-
matic representation of a consensus 
archaeal phylogeny based on recent 
phylogenomic analyses (Brochier-
Armanet et al., 2008). Archaeal phyla 
are written in capital letters. The eight 
recognized taxonomic classes of Eu-
ryarchaeota are boxed. Tree branches 
corresponding to the euryarchaeal 
classes that are known to be infected 
by tailed viruses or contain related pro-
viruses are shown in black. The phylo-
geny was kindly provided by Dr. Simo-
netta Gribaldo. 
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seem to be replaced with genes for dis-
tinct replication proteins. Illegitimate re-
combination is the likely cause of such 
replacements. In addition, obvious cas-
es of horizontal gene acquisition from 
the host were detected; in one case, fu-
sion of the incoming cellular gene to the 
preexisting viral gene led to the emer-
gence of a novel chimeric unit. Previous 
studies have also presented evidence 
for the homologous recombination be-
tween closely related tailed viruses of 
archaeal (Tang et al., 2004).  
Results presented in Article III, in 
combination with those obtained by oth-
ers, uncovered the basic mechanisms 
of genome evolution of tailed archaeal 
viruses. It therefore became apparent 
that diversification, homologous and il-
legitimate recombination, and interge-
nome rearrangements are the major 
mechanisms of evolution of not only 
tailed bacteriophages (Hendrix et al., 
1999; Casjens, 2005), but their archaeal 
counterparts as well.  
Relationship to tailed dsDNA vi-
ruses of bacteria and eukaryotic her-
pesviruses. As mentioned above, tailed 
bacteriophages and herpesviruses en-
code common determinants for virion 
assembly, maturation and structure as 
well as genome packaging. Compara-
tive genome analysis revealed a set of 
conserved genes in tailed archaeal 
(pro)viruses. This set among other 
genes includes those for the major cap-
sid protein, prohead protease, portal 
and the terminase complex. The very 
same set of genes underlies the struc-
tural similarity between tailed bacterio-
phages and herpesviruses. Notably, 
products of these genes in the archaeal 
viruses were found to share significant 
sequence similarity with the correspond-
ing proteins of tailed bacteriophages. In 
addition, fold prediction and structural 
modeling experiments suggest that the 
major capsid proteins of tailed archaeal 
viruses from all four groups adopt the 
same topology as the equivalent pro-
teins of tailed bacterial viruses and her-
pesviruses. The molecular principles of 
virion assembly and maturation as well 
as virion structure of tailed archaeal vi-
ruses are thus expected to be very simi-
lar to those of tailed bacterial viruses 
and eukaryotic herpesviruses, suggest-
ing a common ancestry of these virus-
es.  
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E. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
Comparative genomics of tailed 
dsDNA bacteriophages has yielded val-
uable information on their evolution and 
genetic diversity (Hendrix et al., 1999; 
Hatfull et al., 2010). Unfortunately, ge-
nomic data is not equally abundant for 
prokaryotic viruses belonging to other 
families. Neither there was much effort 
devoted to isolation of new members of 
these scarcely populated viral families. 
For example, family Corticoviridae still 
includes a single member, which was 
isolated more than forty years ago 
(Espejo and Canelo, 1968).  
In this study we sought to gain in-
sights into the diversity and evolution of 
such underrepresented prokaryotic vi-
ruses. To live in the post-genomic era 
and not to exploit the wealth of con-
stantly increasing database of complete 
bacterial and archaeal genomes would 
be inexcusable. Indeed, targeted provi-
rus searches (i.e., for genomes of a cer-
tain viral group) proved to be very use-
ful; not only they allowed for obtaining 
genomic information on specific viral 
groups, but also provided more insights 
into the host range and phylogenetic 
distribution of these viruses. As a result, 
a number of PM2-like proviruses was 
identified, putting to the end the forty 
years of solitude for PM2 (Article I). Si-
milarly, proviruses encoding the double 
-barrel capsid proteins were found not 
to be restricted to crenarchaeal hosts 
but to be associated with euryarchaeal 
hosts as well (Article II). In addition, the 
host range of tailed archaeal viruses 
was found to be considerably wider than 
previously suspected, covering the ma-
jority of taxonomic classes of Euryar-
chaeota (Article III). 
Comparative genomic analysis of 
the identified proviruses and free-living 
related viruses was very useful for un-
derstanding their evolution. Viral ge-
nomes consist of several functional 
modules (structure, replication, gene 
expression, host lysis, etc.) and their 
evolution proceeds by shuffling of these 
modules via illegitimate recombination 
with other (often evolutionary unrelated) 
viruses, plasmids, or even host chromo-
some. Such a recombination within a 
given viral group (or lineage) seems to 
be fairly unrestricted, i.e. virtually any 
gene, or in the case of genes for inte-
racting proteins blocks of genes, can 
undergo lateral transfer from one virus 
to another (Hendrix, 2009). However, 
our analysis shows that such horizontal 
exchange between distinct viral lineag-
es is not equally unobstructed for differ-
ent types of genes/modules. Compara-
tive genomics of corticoelements pro-
vides a good illustration of this point. 
Three out of four functional modules 
comprising the genomes of corticovi-
ruses are frequently exchanged for 
functionally equivalent but nonhomolog-
ous units from other viruses and plas-
mids. Most notable is the freelance na-
ture of genes encoding replication pro-
teins. Despite the fact that these genes 
are usually found among the most con-
served ones at the sequence level, their 
evolution seems to occur independently 
from that of other viral functions. The 
only determinants that are consistently 
retained within the group of PM2-like 
viruses are those responsible for the 
virion construction. A similar mode of 
genome evolution is characteristic also 
to viruses from other families. 
These observations might have an 
effect on the way we see and define vi-
ruses. Recently, the “network of life” 
view became very popular in evolutio-
nary biology for both cellular organisms 
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(Doolittle and Bapteste, 2007; Koonin 
and Wolf, 2008) and viruses (Koonin et 
al., 2009). The proponents of this view 
argue that the evolution of biological 
entities occurs in a network-like fashion 
and that classical tree-like evolutionary 
pattern is irrelevant due to the rampant 
horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Howev-
er, as rightly pointed out by Gribaldo 
and Brochier (2009), “HGT events 
represent only one aspect of genome 
evolution and do not deny the history of 
organisms [viruses], but rather, are un-
derstandable only in the framework of 
such a history”. Our results indicate that 
despite the extensive shuffling of func-
tional modules responsible for various 
genetic processes and interaction with 
the host, a set of genes defining the 
structural character of a virion is re-
stricted to and preserved in a given vi-
rus lineage and therefore can be used 
to dissect deep vertical relationships be-
tween evolutionary distant viruses. 
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